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GENERAL
Nordtest was founded in 1973 by the Nordic Council of Ministers and since then Nordtest has been
an active member of
the international testing community. From the beginning Nordtest's activities
have been focused upon development of Nordic test methods and Nordic cooperation concerning
testing. However, European aspects have become more and more important for Nordtest, especially
after the creation of the European Economic Area and after three Nordic countries becoming
members of the European Union. The main part of the work is performed in the five Nordic countries,
but there are also projects that involve participation from outside the Nordic countries. The importance
of this cooperation is going to increase even more during the coming years. Here the main task is to
actively take part in the development of international test methods and standards and ensure that
they can be used in Nordic conditions.
As a result of its projects Nordtest is able to offer: competence and expertise in the field of technical
testing, a large Nordic network of experts, 500 recommended Nordic testing methods and over 465
published technical reports.
OBJECTIVES
•

•
•

Nordtest endeavours as the joint Nordic organisation in the field of technical testing, to promote
viable industrial development and the international competitiveness of Nordic industry by
furthering relevant and cost effective testing and measurement activity in the Nordic countries and
by advancing Nordic interests in an international context, particularly within European testing.
to ensure that the end users receive products which satisfy the requirements concerning safety,
resource economy and good environment, and that they can be used under Nordic conditions.
to remove technical barriers to trade and to ensure that problems which arise due to these are
solved effectively, and endeavours to bring about mutual acceptance of test results.

PRINCIPAL AREAS OF OPERATION
Nordtest
•
•
•
•

directs and finances joint research in testing technology and the development and implementation
of test methods.
coordinates and promotes Nordic cooperation and division of work in testing and promotes Nordic
cooperation in research, testing, certification and standardisation.
endeavours to bring about Nordic participation in European cooperation.
functions as an information centre in technical testing in the Nordic countries.

ORGANISATION
The organisation of Nordtest comprises a board, a secretariat, market and expert groups. The task of
the market groups is to scan the market for demands within a specific sector. The group evaluate the
market demand, is it within Nordtest scope a strategy plan for that sector is developed. The market
group will work only for a short intensive period. An expert group are working in specific fields within
the area of responsibility of the market group. Development work in testing technology takes place in
the form of projects. The principal tasks of the expert groups are to look for and assign priority to
suitable project proposals in their areas supervise the progression of funded projects and participate
in international cooperation. Project work may be multidisciplinary or product specific. The
multidisciplinary work is carried out in close cooperation between the strategy and expert groups
concerned.
The areas of responsibility of the market groups are selected with regard to the existence in these
areas of pronounced development needs in testing technology in relation to industry, end users,
European directives, special Nordic conditions or wishes, or Nordic testing infrastructure.
The organisation presently comprises of the expert groups Biotechnology with Chemistry, Building
Materials and Construction, Fire, Mechanical Building Services, Safety Critical Systems, Solid
Waste, Sound and Vibration, Use of Materials and Quality and Metrology.
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1

Scope

This guideline addresses the validation activities for safety-related functions realized through
programmable electronic systems (PES) according to the IEC 61508 standard.
It is primarily a guidance for testing institutes, in the performance of the validation work of PES.
The standard is generic and quite large. Further explanation on how to use the IEC 61508
standard is needed.
Based on the assessment of the hazard and risk analysis, an appropriate safety integrity level shall
be allocated. This work will eventually give a solid basis for determining the safety integrity level
(SIL) required for a particular system and a verdict on the realised SIL.
The current document is also useful to designers and constructors in all industry sectors when
developing safety-related control systems.
To each development phase of a PES, the IEC 61508 standard specifies entrance parameters or
data to be used in the determination of the safety performance of the module or the complete
system under evaluation (validation). This document describes the steps and the methods to apply
in order to evaluate these entrance parameters under the validation process. This document will
allow the assessor to pass an objective verdict concerning the PES performances in terms of
functional safety and safety integrity level.
Taking into consideration the extensiveness of the concepts treated in IEC 61508, the present
work will focus on the validation of a limited number of validation phases:
- Hazard and risk analysis
- Overall safety requirements
- Safety requirements allocation
- Overall safety validation planning
- PES safety-related systems, realisation
- Overall safety validation
A validation carried out according to this work is limited to the aspects listed in the preceding
paragraph. Therefore, to satisfy all requirements of the IEC 61508 standard, supplementary
aspects shall also be considered.

2

Field of application

The primary objective of the guideline is to define a set of methods that can be used to carry out
the assessment of a PES. The developers’ work is analysed through the documentation available.
Starting from the adequacy of the requirement, the decisions for the validation process in general
and the application of specific measures are addressed.
Safety principles and features described in the delivered documentation package are assessed
according to the IEC 61508 standard criteria.
A major objective of this guideline is to provide the necessary guidance to perform the testing and
evaluation of safety critical programmable electronic systems within a wide range of applications.
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This document is intended as a framework in the validation process and should be supplemented
by the IEC 61508 for the aspects that are not treated.
The validation of the following phases of the overall safety lifecycle are not treated in this
guideline:
- Concept
- Overall scope definition
- Overall operation and maintenance planning
- Overall installation and commissioning planning
- Overall installation and commissioning
- Overall operation maintenance and repair
- Overall modification and retrofit
- Decommissioning or disposal
This document does not address technical measurement and testing procedures for processed
signals and data. It should rather be used as a support to confirm or reject the adequacy and the
reliability of implemented safety functions when the level of safety of the system has been
determined.
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Definitions

PE: Programmable electronic
PES: Programmable electronic system
Equipment under control (EUC): equipment, machinery, apparatus or plant used for
manufacturing, process, transportation, medical or other activities. The EUC control system is
separate and distinct from the EUC.
Ref. IEC 61508-4; clause 3.2.3
EUC control system: system which responds to input signals from the process and/or from an
operator and generates output signals causing the EUC to operate in the desired manner.
Ref. IEC 61508-4; clause 3.3.4
Equipment under test (EUT): equipment, machinery, apparatus or plant submitted to validation
process.
FMEA: failure mode and effects analysis
Ref. IEC 812
FTA: fault tree analysis
Ref. IEC 1025
Functional safety: part of the overall safety relating to the EUC and the EUC control system
which depends on the correct functioning of the E/E/PE safety-related systems, other technology
safety-related systems and external risk reduction facilities.
Ref. IEC 61508-4; clause 3.1.9
HAZOP : abbreviation for ”Hazard and Operability”. It is a formalised approach for identifying
hazards and problems which can prevent efficient operation.
Ref. IEC 61508-7; clause C.6.2
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Mode of operation: way in which a safety-related system is intended to be used, with respect to
the frequency of demands made upon it, which may be either:
- low demand mode - where the frequency of demands for operation made on a safety-related
system is no greater than one per year and no greater than twice the proof test frequency
- high demand or continuous mode - where the frequency of demands for operation made on a
safety-related system is greater than one per year or greater than twice the proof check
frequency
Ref. IEC 61508-4; clause 3.5.12
PES: Programmable electronic system
PLC: Programmable logic controller
Safety integrity level (SIL): discrete level (one out of four possible) for specifying the safety
integrity requirements of the safety functions to be allocated to the E/E/PE safety-related systems,
where safety integrity level 4 has the highest level of safety integrity and safety integrity level 1
has the lowest.
Ref. IEC 61508-4; clause 3.5.6
Target failure measure: intended probability of dangerous mode failures to be achieved in
respect of the safety integrity requirements, specified in terms of either:
- the average probability of failure to perform the design function on demand (for a low demand
mode of operation)
- the probability of a dangerous failure per hour (for a high demand or continuous mode of
operation)
Ref. IEC 61508-4; clause 3.5.13
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5

Sampling, sample handling and preparation

Neither specific sampling nor sample handling procedures are required for the test object. It
should be noted that the term sampling here refers to the acquisition of a required number of test
object entities and not to signal sampling or logging operation.
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Test method

6.1

Principle

Based on the overall safety lifecycle of the IEC 61508 standard, the fields and the testing platform
are diverse and therefore a dual approach is adopted to the validation process.
This document shall be adaptable to the two applicable validation processes:
1. The basic method where the object to be validated is provided to the test house for validation
after passed tests by the developer.
2. The concurrent testing method which runs in parallel with the development process.

6.2

Equipment

For self contained equipment, no special apparatus is needed to simulate the device in normal
operating conditions.
The method requires an adaptation of the validation approach to the current device. When dealing
with large systems, the operational boundaries of the device shall be specified. Interconnection
with auxiliary or other equipment shall also be described.

6.3

Testing environment

There are no special requirements for special tests or analysis under special environmental
conditions unless specified by the manufacturer or by device specific standards.

6.4

Preconditioning of test samples

Not applicable
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6.5

Test procedure and data processing

6.5.1

General aspects

6.5.1.1

Validation process

The validation of PES applications in several technology sectors implies that we need to cover
systems of different complexity levels and operating in environments containing a wide range of
hazard and risks.
The exact prescription of safety measures will be dependent on factors specific to the current
application. However, the basis of all safety evaluation treated in this work is the overall safety
lifecycle concept as defined in the IEC 61508 standard and illustrated in figure 1.
For the validation of the implemented safety performance, specific activities shall be identified and
supported by assessment methods and documentation. The IEC 61508-2 ; 7.4.5 addresses the
relationship between the SIL and the fault diagnostic coverage. The validation shall include an
evaluation of the overall hardware and software architecture. Emphasis shall be made on the
limitations set by the architecture of the PE safety-related system and the methods used for the
faults diagnostic coverage and function monitoring.
All phases of the overall safety lifecycle will have to be covered to be able to state full compliance
with the IEC 61508 standard. The guideline defines a path, through the standard for a systematic
assessment of the developers’ work based on the delivered documentation. The available set of
information shall be such that it enables an objective analysis of each aspect of the work.
The validation activities shall be carried out in the same order as in the overall safety lifecycle.

6.5.1.2

How to use the checklists

The guideline is based on a set of checklists that will be used to verify the requirement set-up and
to provide the assessor with the necessary guidance in decision making during the validation
development. The information collected is processed so that the general safety principles and the
specific contingency measures can be assessed in their totality.
Each checklist refers to a specific activity of the safety lifecycle and its disposition is based on the
requirements stated in the IEC 61508 standard. If certain safety principles or methods of
calculation are recommended, they will be identified in the guideline by a reference to the annex
where inserted. Otherwise they will be referred to, in the relevant part(s) and section(s) of the
standard.
In the IEC 61508 standard each development activity of the overall safety lifecycle results in a
well defined document. It is assumed that this document which is provided by the developer shall
be verified by means of the current checklist. In fact many questions cannot just be answered by
a Yes or a NO. In that context the references to the manufacturers documentation give access to
complementary information sometimes necessary for the performance of the verification
activities.
The purpose of the checklists is to systematically produce the material necessary to give a
judgement on each safety aspect and to evaluate the safety of the overall system. When no final
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judgement can be issued, the shortcomings of the items under validation shall be specified and
recommendations on modifications to be made shall be proposed.

1
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6.5.2

Hazard and risk analysis

6.5.2.1

Purpose

A hazard and risk analysis must be made for all types of equipment. This analysis is normally
among the first steps of the development work, and should later be used as input to the validation
of the system. Risks must be identified, and the severity of the risks shall be estimated. The
estimate must include all assumptions together with their relevant justifications. All this must be
documented in a way that makes the information easy to understand and to trace through the
development of the system.
Even though this standard will not – and cannot – require the application of a specific method, the
HazOp method is highly recommended. This is a method with a long track record of industrial use
and experience. There is a large amount of literature available, for instance the MoD standard
Def Stan 00-58.
It is important that the personnel who know the planned system and the personnel who know the
application area contribute with their competence and experience. Thus, hazard and risk
assessment must in most cases be done as a group process.
The validation described in this section is needed for the following reasons:
1. Are all important hazards identified? What is not identified at this stage may easily be
forgotten.
2. Are the causes and consequences for each hazard and risk identified ? Understanding the
causes helps finding the appropriate countermeasures during system design.
3. To check that the identified hazards and risks are documented in such a way that
it is easy to trace them in the development process and control that all of them have been
taken into consideration during:
- Requirements specification
- Design and implementation – realisation
- Verification and validation
- System maintenance throughout the lifecycle of the system.

6.5.2.2

Methods

The validation of the hazard and risk analysis is done by using a two-part checklist. The first
checklist helps the assessor to check that the hazard and risk analysis is done as completely as
possible.
The second part contains a checklist that is used to ensure that the work has been done in a welldefined and documented manner. The questions in the second checklist are also inserted in order
to obtain confidence in the results of the hazard and risk analysis. When ever non-conventional
techniques are used, the documentation provided by the manufacturers shall be such that it
enables an objective assessment of the analysis results and a clear comprehension of the
methodology used.
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6.5.2.3 Checklist

No

Question

Reference
Yes Reference to manu- Comments
/No to IEC
facturer’s
61508
documentation

1

Is the hazard and risk analysis performed ?

2

Is information from the scope definition phase
taken into account ?
Do the hazard and risk analysis reflect all updates
made to architecture and design ?
Has the developer tried to eliminate hazards
7.4.2.2
either by application of inherent safety principles
or by the application of good engineering
practice?
Are fault conditions included in the hazard
7.4.2.3
analysis ?
Are fault conditions and hazards related to
human factors included ?
Are fault conditions and hazards related to
abnormal or infrequent modes of operation
included ?
Is possible misuse included in the hazard
analysis ?
Are the events leading to hazards identified in
7.4.2.4
question 6, 7 and 8 documented ?
Is the likelihood of each hazardous event in
questions 6,7 and 8 evaluated?
7.4.2.5
This can be done either qualitatively or
quantitatively.
Are the potential consequences determined for
each hazardous event?
7.4.2.6
This can be done either qualitatively or
quantitatively.
Has the EUC risk been evaluated or estimated for
7.4.2.7
each identified hazardous event ?
This can be done either qualitatively or
quantitatively.
Is the method used for risk evaluation or estimation appropriate under the given circumstances
– i.e. has the following factors been considered :
The specified hazards and the consequences ?
7.4.2.9
The application sector and its accepted practices ?
The legal and safety regulatory requirements ?
The EUC risk ?
The availability of accurate data upon which the
hazard and risk analysis is to be based ?

3
4

5
6
7

8
9

10

11

12

13
14
15
16
17

7.4.2.1

12

Have the following items been considered in the risk analysis :
18 Each determined hazardous event ?
7.4.2.10
19 The components contributing to each hazardous
event ?
20 The consequences and likelihood of the
associated event sequence ?
21 The necessary risk reduction ?
22 The measures taken to remove or reduce hazards
and risks ?
23 All assumptions made during risk analysis
concerning estimated demand rates and
equipment failure rates ?
24 Are credits taken for operational constraints or
human intervention detailed ?
25 Are there references to verification and
validation activities ?
26 Are all information and results from the risk
7.4.2.11
and hazard analysis documented ?
27 Has the developer established a document control
system for the hazard and risk analysis ?
7.4.2.12
Is there a system for keeping all documents
28 under control from start of development down to
system decommissioning ?
The evaluation of the hazard and risk analysis according to IEC 61508-1 7.4.2 gives the result:
O Pass
O Fail

6.5.2.4 Checklist

No

Question

Yes/ Customer Comments
No ref.
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A total of 4 questions are addressed regarding each one of the following activities :
a. Hazard and risk analysis – 7.4.2.1
b. Likelihood of each hazardous event – 7.4.2.5
c. Potential consequences for each hazardous event – 7.4.2.6
d. Estimation or evaluation of each EUC risk for each identified hazardous event – 7.4.2.7
e. Elimination of identified hazards – 7.4.2.2
a
b
1.c
d
e

No

Is the analysis performed in
a satisfactory manner ?

Question

Yes/ Customer Comments
No ref.

a
b
2.c Are the methods used well-tried and
d documented in a satisfactory manner ?
e
a
b If the answer to the question above is
3.c ”No”, is the reason for this
d documented ?
e
Method used for risk evaluation or estimation – 7.4.3.9
Is the evaluation or estimation
4
performed in a satisfactory manner ?
Are the methods used well-tried and
5
documented in a satisfactory manner ?
If the answer to the question above is
6
”No”, is the reason for this
documented ?
The evaluation of the work done concerning hazard and risk analysis according to IEC 61508-1
7.4.2 gives the result:
O Pass
O Fail
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6.5.3

Overall Safety Requirements

6.5.3.1

Purpose

The safety lifecycle phase ”Overall safety requirements” is described in clause 7.5 of IEC
61508-1. Information from the hazard and risk analysis will be used as input to the
specification. All safety functions shall be defined together with the corresponding safety
integrity. The output of the phase will be the specification of overall safety requirements.
The overall safety requirements can be validated by following the checklist in 6.5.3.3. The
purpose of the validation is to demonstrate that the requirements for the specification of
overall safety requirements are fulfilled.

6.5.3.2

Methods

The validation is carried out by inspection of the documentation. The output of the hazard
and risk analysis, the specification of the overall safety requirements and appropriate
working documents of this phase will be needed at the validation. A mapping between
hazards and safety functions will have to be developed for systems with several hazards
and safety-related functions. Safety functions for small systems may be validated in an
informal way. The necessary risk reduction can be determined according to annexes A
and B of IEC 61508-5, if this has not already been done. For situations where an
application specific standard exists, this standard should be used.

6.5.3.3

Checklist

No. Question

1
2
3
4

5
6

7

Is there a document for the overall safety
requirement specification?
Are the safety-related functions and the safety
integrity requirements specified?
Is every hazard of the risk analysis covered with
at least one safety function?
Are the safety integrity requirements clearly
expressed and without reference to any specific
technology?
Is the necessary risk reduction determined for
each hazardous event?
Are safety integrity requirements specified for
each safety function?
If the intention is not to designate the EUC
control system as a safety-related system,
requirements 7-12 shall apply.
Is the claimed dangerous failure rate of the EUC
control system adequately supported?

Yes Referenc
/No e to
IEC6150
8
7.5.2.1
7.5.2.7
7.5.2.1
7.5.2.1

7.5.2.2
7.5.2.6

7.5.2.4 a)

Referenc
e
Comment
to manu- s
facturer’s
documentation
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8

Is the claimed dangerous failure rate higher than
the highest target for SIL1, i.e. 10-5 failures/hour ?

No. Question

7.5.2.4 b)

Yes Referenc
/No e to
IEC6150
8

Referenc
e
Comment
to manu- s
facturer’s
documentation

9

Has the determination of failure modes been
7.5.2.4 c)
adequately supported?
10 Are all reasonably foreseeable dangerous failure
7.5.2.4 c)
modes of the EUC control system taken into
account?
11 Is the EUC control system separate and
7.5.2.4 d)
independent of other safety-related systems?
If the EUC control system is designated to be
safety-related requirement 12 will apply.
12 Is the SIL of the EUC control system based on
7.5.2.5
the failure rate claimed?
The evaluation of the overall safety requirements specification according to IEC 61508-1, 7.5.2
gives the result
O Pass
O Fail

6.5.4

Safety requirements allocation

6.5.4.1

Purpose

The purpose of the safety requirements allocation is :
- To validate the target safety requirements contained in the overall safety requirements
specification
- To validate the allocation of safety functions documented in the specification for the overall
safety requirements.
Allocation activities concern the requirements for the safety functions and for the safety integrity
of the designated PE safety-related systems.
The validation process shall treat the following two safety allocation activities:
1. The allocation of safety-related functions in identified PES according to the overall safety
requirements specifications.
2. The allocation of the safety integrity level to each safety function according to the safety
integrity requirements.
The following diagram illustrates how the safety integrity levels are allocated to identified safetyrelated systems.
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Allocation of each safety function
and its associated safety integrity
requirements
Method of
specifying safety
integrity
requirements

Other
technology
safety-related
systems

a) necessary risk
reduction

PE
safety-related
system
#1

External risk
reduction
facilities

#2

b) necessary risk
reduction

PE
safety-related
system
#1

PE
safety-related
system
#2

c) safety integrity
levels

PE
safety-related
system
#1

PE
safety-related
system
#2

Fig. 2 Allocation of safety requirements

6.5.4.2

Methods

Information from the previous phase ”Overall safety requirements” is the prerequisite to the
validation of safety allocation. The risk and hazard analysis performed in the preceding section
must isolate the risks to be covered by the safety-related functions.
The checklist below is used together with the documents containing the requirements for the
allocation of safety functions : description (safety requirements allocation), specification (PES
safety requirements, comprising: PES safety functions and PES safety integrity). See IEC 615081, Annex A, Table A.1 and Table A.2. The following validation issues are addressed:
- Clarify the safety requirements that must be fulfilled
1) for each PES
2) for each safety-related function within the PES
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- Clarify the safety integrity requirements that must be satisfied
1) for each PES
2) for each safety-related function within the PES
- Give the support in the analysis of information regarding allocation of other technology
safety-related systems and risk reduction facilities.
- Specify reference standards and evaluation techniques of allocation requirements.

6.5.4.3

Checklists

6.5.4.3.1

Allocation of safety-related systems

Nr

1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

Question

Are the designated safety-related systems
used to achieve the required functional safety
specified ?
Are the skills and resources available during all
phases of the overall safety lifecycle considered
in the safety function allocation process ?
Does the allocation of each safety function in the
designated PE safety-related systems take into
account complementary risk reduction features ?
Are safety integrity requirements met for each
safety function after allocation according to
requirement 7.6.2.3 above ?
Has the satisfactory target safety integrity
parameter been defined for each safety function ?
Have appropriate techniques been used when
allocating the safety integrity requirements for
the combination of probabilities ?
Are the PE safety-related systems, the other
technology safety-related systems and the
external risk reduction facilities treated as
independent ?
For each safety function allocated in the PE
safety-related system(s), is the safety integrity
level specified according to tables 2 and 3?
Are there any PE safety-related systems that
implement safety functions of different safety
integrity levels ?
If the answer to question 9 is Yes, is it
documented that there is sufficient independence
of implementation between these particular
safety-related parts ?

Reference
Yes / Reference to manu- Comments
No to IEC
facturer’s
61508-1
documentation
7.6.2.1

7.6.2.2

7.6.2.3

7.6.2.4

7.6.2.5
7.6.2.6

7.6.2.8

7.6.2.9

7.6.2.10

7.6.2.10
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11

No

Has the allocation process taken into account the
possibility of common cause failures ?

Question

7.6.2.7

Reference
Yes / Reference to manu- Comments
No to IEC
faturer’s
61508-1
documentation

If the answer to question 10 is NO, has the
requirements applicable the highest relevant
12 safety integrity level been applied to those parts
7.6.2.10
of the safety-related hardware and software
where there is insufficient independence of
implementation ?
13 Is the architecture comprised only by a single
PE safety-related system of safety integrity level
7.6.2.11
4?
Table 1 and Table 2 of IEC 61508-1, 7.4.5.4 express the influence of the architectural
constraints on the safety integrity level
Is a single safety-related system allocated a target
14 safety integrity failure measure lower than specified in
7.6.2.12
tables 1 and 2 ?
Are collected information and results acquired in
15 subclauses 7.6.2.1 to 7.6.2.12, together with any
7.6.2.13
assumptions and justifications, documented ?

6.5.4.3.2

Single PE safety-related system

No Question

Reference
Yes / Reference to manu- Comments
No to IEC
faturer’s
61508-1
documentation

Has the target safety integrity failure measure
been explicitly demonstrated by a combination of
7.6.2.11-a
appropriate analytical methods and testing ?
Has there been extensive operating experience of
2
the components used as part of the PE
7.6.2.11-b
safety-related system ?
Such experience shall have been gained in similar environment and, as a minimum, has been made
in a system of comparable complexity level.
Is there sufficient hardware failure data, obtained
from the components used as part of the PE
3
safety-related system, to allow sufficient
7.6.2.11-c
confidence in the claimed hardware safety
integrity target failure measure ?
The data should be relevant to the proposed environment, application and complexity level.
1
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The evaluation of the safety requirements allocation according to IEC 61508-1, 7.6.2 gives the
following result:
O Pass
O Fail

6.5.5

Overall safety validation planning

6.5.5.1

Purpose

The purpose of the validation suggested in this section is to validate that the requirements
of IEC 61508 concerning the planning of the overall safety validation are fulfilled. The
overall safety validation planning is made to facilitate and to enhance the quality of the
overall safety validation. The planning states the organisation and the tests and verification
activities needed in the overall validation process. The overall validation process considers
the interfaces between subsystems and the safety functions of the whole system. This
may include other technologies as mentioned in standard IEC 61508. On the other hand, if
the system is small PES safety validation planning and overall safety validation planning
cannot be separated.
The main input for overall safety validation planning is the safety requirements. Each
requirement shall be tested in the validation process and the pass criteria shall be specified
in the plan. It is also important to specify the organisation i.e. who takes the decisions if
something unexpected happens or who has the competence to carry out the validation. As
a result, the overall safety validation planning gives a guideline to perform the overall
safety validation.

6.5.5.2

Method

The validation of the planning is carried out mainly by inspection of the documentation.
The validation of the overall safety validation planning can be carried out by considering
the answers to the questions presented in the next checklist. Validation methods are
described in more details in chapter ”6.5.7 Overall safety validation”.

6.5.5.3

Checklist of IEC 61508 requirements

A written overall safety validation plan of the EUC shall be made. The following questions
are related to the plan. Some clarifying remarks for the questions are introduced in annex
A.

No

1

Question

Is it determined when the validation shall take

Yes Referenc
/No e to IEC
61508

61508-1

Referenc
e to
Comment
manus
facturer’s
documentation
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place?

2

Is it determined who shall carry out the
validation?

3

Are the relevant operation modes and their
relation to PE safety-related system defined?

4

Are the PE safety-related systems and the
safety-related software , which need to be
validated for each mode of EUC operation,
specified ?

5

Is the technical plan for the validation specified?

6

Are the measures, techniques and procedures for
confirming the allocation of the safety functions
carried out correctly?

7

Does each safety function conform with the
overall safety function requirements?

8

Does each safety function conform with the
overall safety integrity requirements?

9

Is there a specific reference to each output of the
tasks ”Overall safety requirements” and ”Safety
requirements allocation”?

10

Is the required environment for validation
activities specified ?

11

Is there a clear pass or fail criteria?

12

Are there policies and procedures for evaluating

7.8.2.1a
61508-3
7.3.2.2 a
61508-1
7.8.2.1b
61508-3
7.3.2.2 b
61508-1
7.8.2.1c
61508-3
7.3.2.2 c
61508-1
7.8.2.1d
61508-3
7.3.2.2 d
61508-1
7.8.2.1e
61508-3
7.3.2.2 e
61508-1
7.8.2.1f
7.6

61508-1
7.8.2.1 f
61508-3
7.3.2.2 f
61508-1
7.8.2.1 f
7.6.2.4
61508-3
7.3.2.2 f
61508-1
7.8.2.1 g
61508-2
7.3.2.2 b
61508-1
7.8.2.1 h
61508-2
7.3.2.2 e
61508-3
7.3.2.2 h
61508-1
7.8.2.1 i
61508-2
7.3.2.2 d
61508-3
7.3.2.2 i
61508-1
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results of validation, especially failures ?

13

14

No

15
16
17

18

19

Is all information mentioned above (safety
validation plan) documented ?

Are there procedures to be applied to validate
that each safety function is correctly implemented
?

Question

Are the test evaluation procedures (with
justifications) defined ?
Are the EMC requirements (immunity)
considered?
Are failure resolution policies and procedures
considered ?
Are the following technical strategies considered
for the validation of safety-related software:
manual/automated techniques
static/dynamic techniques
analytical/statistical techniques ?
Is an independent assessor needed for software
validation (see 61508-1 8.2.12) ?
Are the required input signals defined ?

7.8.2.1 j
61508-3
7.3.2.2 j
61508-1
7.8.2.2

61508-2
7.3.2.2 c

Yes Referenc
/No e to IEC
61508

Referenc
e to
Comment
manus
facturer’s
documentation

61508-2
7.3.2.2 f
61508-2
7.3.2.2 g
61508-2
7.3.2.2 h
61508-3
7.3.2.3

61508-3
7.3.2.4
20
61508-3
7.3.2.5 a
21 Are the required output signals defined ?
61508-3
7.3.2.5 b
22 Are the other needed acceptance criteria for
61508-3
software defined ?
7.3.2.5 c
The evaluation of the overall safety requirements specification according to IEC 61508-1; 7.8, IEC
61508-2; 7.3. IEC 61508-3; 7.3
O Pass
O Fail
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6.5.6

Safety-related systems PES, realisation

The objective of this activity is to validate the conformity of the PE safety-related systems with
regard to the specification for the safety requirements (comprising the specification for the PES
safety functions requirements and the specification for the PES safety integrity requirements).

PES Safety Requirements
Specification

9.1

9.1.1

9.2

Safety
Functions
Specification

PES Validation
Planning

9.3

9.4

9.6

9.1.2

Safety Integrity
Requirements
Specification

PES Design &
Development

PES
Integration

PES Safety
Validation

Figure 3 PES safety lifecycle

9.5

PES Operation &
Maintenance
Procedures
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6.5.6.1

PES safety requirements specification

6.5.6.1.1

Purpose

When entering this phase of the project, all safety requirements identified in the earlier phases
have been distributed to hardware, software or other safety mechanisms. The checklists in this
section deal with the realisation of the system. The first part , IEC 61508-2, treats the overall
realisation of the system, while the second part, IEC 61508 part 3, treats the software specific part
of the realisation.
All requirements must be anchored to stated or implied needs. This implies that all safety
requirements must be derived from the hazard and risk analysis phase. Unfortunately, there is no
specific method that can be used to ensure this. The following is just sound advice:
1. Use a traceability table to map from identified hazards and risks to systems and software
requirements.
2. The following personnel categories must participate in the process of establishing the
requirements:
— Personnel from the hazard and risk identification process.
— Personnel who will participate in the realisation of the system.
— Personnel who will do the verification and the validation of the system.
—
3. Check that all risks and hazards are addressed together with requirements that will help to
avoid them – or at least reduce their effects. The causes identified during the hazard and risk
analysis are important here.
The checklist below shall help the assessor to ensure that the requirements are written in such a
manner that they are:
- Traceable – i.e. is it possible to find the reason why this particular requirement is stated?
- Complete with respect to implementation and safety considerations?
- Appropriate for the selected SIL level?
- Stated in a way that is understandable to the personnel that shall use them in their own
work
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6.5.6.1.2

Methods

The validation of the safety integrity requirements specification is done through the use of a threepart checklist. The first two checklists help the assessor to check that the safety integrity
requirements specification is as complete as possible. These checklists are related to 61508 part 2
and part 3.
The third part contains a checklist that is used to verify that the work has been done in a welldefined and documented manner. The questions in the second checklist are also inserted in order
to obtain confidence in the results of the hazard and risk analysis. This checklist follows directly
after the first and second checklist.

6.5.6.1.3

Checklist for PES overall safety realisation

No

Question

1

Can all safety requirements be traced back to the
allocation of the requirements or to the functional
safety plan of the system ?

Reference to
Yes/ Reference manufac- Comments
No to IEC
turer’s
61508-2
documentation
7.2.2.1

2

Are all safety requirements made known to the
developers ?
3
If safety functions and non-safety functions are
mixed in the same system, is there a rationale for
this choice ?
Are the safety requirements structured in such a way that they are:
4

Clear, precise and unambiguous ?

5
6
7
8

Verifiable and testable ?
Maintainable ?
Feasible ?
Easy to read, utilise and comprehend by its
intended audience ?
Does the specification of the safety requirements contain:
9
Requirements for the safety functions ?
10

11
12

Requirements for the safety integrity ?
Does the safety function requirements contain:
A description of all the safety functions
necessary to achieve the required functional
safety ?
Detailed requirements sufficient for design and
development for each function ?

7.2.2.2a

7.2.2.2b

7.2.2.3

7.2.3.1a.
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No

Question

Description of the manner in which the system
will achieve and maintain a safe state for each
function ?
14 Specifications on whether or not continuous
control is needed in order to achieve a safe state
for each function ?
15 Specifications on whether or not it is applicable
to high demand, low demand and continuous
mode of operation for each function ?
16 Throughput and response time performance ?
17 System and operator interfaces necessary to
achieve required functional safety ?
18 All information which may influence the safetyrelated design ?
19 All interfaces to any other system ?
Are all relevant modes of operation described, included:
20 Steady state of operation, preparation for use,
start up procedures, shut down and maintenance,
reasonably foreseeable abnormal conditions ?
21

Reference to
Yes/ Reference manufac- Comments
No to IEC
turer’s
61508-2
documentation

13

7.2.3.1b
7.2.3.1c
7.2.3.1d
7.2.3.1e
7.2.3.1f.

22
23

24
25
26
27

All required modes of behaviour, including
alarms, automatic shut-down, failure behaviour ?

7.2.3.1g

The significance of all hardware interaction ?
7.2.3.1h
All required constraints between hardware and
software ?
28 Worst case analysis of all safety-related sub7.2.3.1i
systems ?
29 All requirements related to starting and restarting
7.2.3.1j
the safety-related systems ?
30 The extremes of all environment conditions that
7.2.3.1k
will occur : including conditions during
manufacturing, storage, testing, transport,
installation, commissioning, operation and
maintenance ?
31 The electromagnetic environment that is likely to
7.2.3.1l
be encountered during operation ?
The EMC levels of IEC 61000-2-5 shall be used.
Does the safety integrity requirements specification contain the following elements ?
32 The safety integrity level for each safety
7.2.3.2a
function ?
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No

33

Question

Reference to
Yes/ Reference manufac- Comments
No to IEC
turer’s
61508-2
documentation
7.2.3.2b

The target failure measure for the
specified safety integrity level, applicable for
low demand, high demand or continuous
operation ?
34 The requirements, constraints, functions and
7.2.3.2c
facilities needed to enable the proof testing of the
hardware to be undertaken ?
35 The electromagnetic immunity levels which are
7.2.3.2d.
required to achieve electromagnetic
compatibility ?
36 Has an appropriate group of techniques and
7.2.3.3
measures been selected from table B1?
See IEC 61508-2
The evaluation of the safety integrity requirements specification according to IEC 61508-2, 7.2.3
gives the result:
O Pass
O Fail
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6.5.6.1.4

No

1

Question

Checklist for PES software safety realisation
Reference
Yes/ Reference to manu- Comments
No to IEC
facturer’s
61508-3
documentation
7.2.2.2

Can all software safety requirements be traced
back to the system’s safety requirements or the
system’s safety plan ?
2
Are all safety requirements made known to the
software developers ?
Are the safety requirements for the software sufficiently detailed to allow:
3
Implementation of the required integrity ?
7.2.2.3
5
Assessment of the functional safety ?
Has the information from 7.2.2.2 – question no. 1 in this checklist - been reviewed to ensure
that the requirements are adequately specified? In particular the following issues shall be
considered:
6
Safety functions ?
7.2.2.4a
7
Configuration or architecture ?
7.2.2.4b
8
Hardware safety integrity requirements (PES,
7.2.2.4c
sensors and actuators) ?
9
Software safety integrity requirements ?
7.2.2.4d
10 Capacity and response time performance ?
7.2.2.4e
11 Equipment and operator interfaces ?
7.2.2.4f
12 Has the software developers established
7.2.2.5
procedures for resolving disagreements over
software safety integrity levels ?
Are the software safety requirements expressed and structured according to the software
integrity level and in such a way that they are :
13 - commensurate with the safety integrity level ?
7.2.2.6a
- clear and precise ?
- feasible ?
- verifiable and testable ?
- maintainable ?
14 Traceable to the PES’s safety requirements ?
7.2.2.6b
15 Free from terminology that can be ambiguous or
7.2.2.6c
unintelligible to those who will use the
documents ?
16

Are all relevant modes of operation for the EUC detailed 7.2.2.7
in the requirements for software safety–
if not already available in other documents ?
17 Are all safety-related or relevant constraints
7.2.2.8
between hardware and software documented ?
Are the following points considered in the software safety requirements :
18 Software self-monitoring ?
7.2.2.9a
19 Monitoring of programmable, electronic
7.2.2.9b
hardware, sensors and actuators ?
20 Periodic testing of safety functions while the
7.2.2.9c
system is running ?
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No

Question

21

Enabling safety functions to be tested when the
EUC is operational ?

No

Question

22

Reference
Yes/ Reference to manu- Comments
No to IEC
facturer’s
61508-3
documentation
7.2.2.9d
Reference
Yes/ Reference to manu- Comments
No to IEC
facturer’s
61508-3
documentation
7.2.2.10

Are any non safety-related functions included in
the safety-related software clearly identified ?
Is the following specified as appropriate :
23 Requirements for software safety functions ?
7.2.2.11a.
24 Requirements for software safety functions that
enable the EUC to achieve and maintain a safe
state ?
25 Requirements for software safety functions for
detection, indication and management of
faults in the hardware ?
26 Requirements for software safety functions for
detection, indication and management of faults
in sensors and actuators ?
27 Requirements for software safety functions for
detection, indication and management of faults
in software ?
28 Requirements for software safety functions for
periodic testing of safety functions on-line ?
29 Requirements for software safety functions for
periodic testing of safety functions off-line ?
30 Requirements for software safety functions that
7.2.2.11a
enable the PES to be safely modified ?
31 Requirements for software safety functions for
interfaces to non-safety-related functions ?
32 Requirements for software safety functions’
capacity and response time performance ?
33 Requirements for software safety functions’
interface between software and the PES ?
34 The safety integrity level for each function
7.2.2.11b
identified in 7.2.2.11a, see above ?
The evaluation of the safety integrity requirements specification according to IEC 61508-3, 7.2.2
gives the result:
O Pass
O Fail
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No

Question

Reference
Yes/ Reference to manu- Comments
No to IEC
facturer’s
61508-3
documentation

Specification of safety requirements - 7.2.2.3
1
Is the analysis performed in a satisfactory
manner
2
Is the used method well-tried and documented in
a satisfactory manner ?
3
If the answer to the question above is ”No”, is
the reason for this documented ?
Contents of safety requirements - 7.2.3.1
4
Are the descriptions contained in letter a - l easy
to understand ?
5
Is there a rationale for all choices made under
letter a - l ?
Contents of safety requirements - 7.2.3.2
6
Are the descriptions contained in letter a – d
easy to understand ?
7
Has the description been reviewed ?
8
Is there a rationale for all choices made under
letter a - d ?
Review of information form 7.2.2.2 - 7.2.2.4
9
Are the results from the required reviews
documented ?
10 Is the review process used properly documented ?

11

Has all relevant know-how been considered in
the review ?
Procedures for solving SIL assignment disagreements - 7.2.2.5
12 Has the established procedure been reviewed ?
13 Are the results from the reviews documented
14 Is the review process used properly documented ?
Identification of non-safety-related functions - 7.2.2.10
15
16
17

Is the process for identification of non-safety
related functions documented ?
Has the list of included functions been reviewed ?
Is the review report available ?
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Specification of safety requirements - 7.2.2.11
18 Are the descriptions contained in letter a – b easy to
understand ?
19 Has the description been reviewed ?
20 Is there a rationale for all choices made under
letter a – b ?
The evaluation of the work done concerning safety requirements according to IEC 61508-2 and
IEC 61508-3, 7.2.2 gives the result:
O Pass
O Fail

6.5.6.2

PES safety validation planning

6.5.6.2.1

Purpose

The PES safety validation planning aims to assess the validation plan followed by the developer
during the realisation of the PE safety-related systems. Has the developer, for instance, chosen
the adequate procedures to check each safety function ? This activity shall address safety aspects
during all possible modes of operation for the EUC.

6.5.6.2.2

Methods

During the realisation process the hardware and the software cannot be separated. Several steps
in the development of PE safety-related systems may combine both aspects. For reason of
simplicity, the validation planning is divided into two separate sections, hardware and software,
well although the interrelation between them is inevitable.
The PES safety validation planning shall consider the requirements stated in section 7.3 of IEC
61508-2, as well as the principles and requirements formulated in section 7.3 of IEC 61508-3.
The validation planning shall be carried out to specify the procedural and technical steps used to
demonstrate that the software meets the safety requirements.
The manufacturer shall produce enough information to ensure that the answers to the questions
stated below are backed up by an adequate documentation. The following checklists contain all
questions necessary to carry out the validation of the hardware and software safety of the PE
safety-related systems.
The documented results of the PES validation planning shall state either (1) that the validation
planning has been approved or (2) its shortcomings.
Further information and description of applicable techniques are listed in annex B.
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6.5.6.2.3

No

Checklists for PES overall safety validation planning

Question

Reference
Yes/ Reference to
to manu- Comments
No to IEC
facturer’s
61508-2
documentation

Does the validation plan specify the steps that are to be
1
used to make sure that the PES safety-related
7.3.2.1
systems satisfy the safety requirements
specification ?
Does the specification considered in the validation plan concerning the relevant modes of the EUC
operation, include the following modes ?
2

3
4
5
6

Preparation for use including setting and
adjustment ?
Start up, teach, automatic, manual, semiautomatic, steady state of operation ?
Steady state of non operation, resetting, shut down,
maintenance ?
Reasonably foreseeable abnormal conditions ?

7.3.2.2-a1
7.3.2.2-a2
7.3.2.2-a3

7.3.2.2-a4
Does the validation plan refer to the PES
safety requirements specification ?
7.3.2.2-b
Does the validation plan consider the procedures
7
to be applied to validate that each safety function
is correctly implemented, and the pass/fail
7.3.2.2-c
criteria for accomplishing the tests ?
Does the validation plan consider :
The procedures to be applied to validate that
8 each safety function is of the required safety
7.3.2.2-d
integrity ?
9 The pass/fail criteria for accomplishing the tests ?
Does the validation plan consider the required
10 environment in which the testing is to take place including 7.3.2.2-e
all necessary calibrated tools and
equipment ?
11 Does the validation plan consider the test
7.3.2.2-f
evaluation procedures, with justifications ?
Does the validation plan consider the test
12 procedures and performance criteria to be applied
7.3.2.2-g
to validate the specified electromagnetic
immunity levels ?
Does the validation plan consider failure
13 resolution policies and procedures (with
7.3.2.2-h
justifications) ?
The evaluation of the PES overall safety validation planning according to IEC 61508-2, 7.3.2 gives the
result:
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O Pass
O Fail

6.5.6.2.4

Checklists for PES software safety validation planning

Reference
Yes/ Reference to manu- Comments
No
to IEC
facturer’s
61508-3
documentation
Does the validation plan specify the steps that are to be
1 used to make sure that the software satisfies the
7.3.2.1
safety requirements ?
Does the specification considered in the software
2
validation plan include details on when the
7.3.2.2-a
validation shall take place ?
Does the specification considered in the software
3
validation plan include details on those who shall
carry out the validation ?
7.3.2.2b
Does the specification of the software validation plan specify identification of the relevant modes
of the EUC operation, including :
Preparation for use including setting and
4
adjustment ?
7.3.2.2-c1
Start up, teach, automatic, manual, semi5
automatic, steady state of operation ?
7.3.2.2-c2
No Requirements

6

Re-setting, shut down, maintenance ?

7.3.2.2-c3

7

Reasonably foreseeable abnormal conditions ?
Does the validation plan consider the
identification of the safety-related software
which needs to be validated for each mode of
EUC operation before commissioning
commences ?
Does the validation plan consider the technical
strategy for the validation, such as analytical
methods, statistical methods, statistical tests ?
Do the techniques and procedures, used for
confirming that each safety function, conform
with the specified requirements for the
software safety functions ?
Do the techniques and procedures, used for
confirming that each safety function,
conform with the requirements for software
safety integrity in accordance with the
requirements 7.3.2.2-e above ?
Does the validation plan consider specific
reference to the specified requirements for

7.3.2.2-c4

8

9

10

11

12

7.3.2.2-d

7.3.2.2-e,
7.3.2.3

7.3.2.2-f,
7.2

7.3.2.2-g
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software safety ?
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No Requirements

13
14

15

Does the validation plan consider the required
environment in which the validation activities are
to take place, such as tests which include
calibrated tools and equipment ?
Does the validation plan consider the pass/fail
criteria ?
Does the validation plan consider the policies
and procedures for evaluating the results of the
validation, particularly failures ?

Reference
Yes/ Reference to manu- Comments
No
to IEC
facturer’s
61508-3
documentation

7.3.2.2-h
7.3.2.2-i,
7.3.2.5
7.3.2.2-j,
IEC
61508-1,
7.8

Does the technical strategy for the validation of
safety-related software include information
7.3.2.3-a
on the choice of manual or automated
techniques or both ?
Does the technical strategy for the validation of
17 safety-related software include information
7.3.2.3-b
on the choice of static or dynamic techniques or
both ?
18 Does the technical strategy for the validation of
safety-related software include information
7.3.2.3-c
on choice of analytical or statistical techniques
or both ?
19 Is a review of the scope and contents of the
planning for validating the software, with the
7.3.2.4
assessor or with a party representing the assessor
considered ?
Do the pass / fail criteria for accomplishing
20 software validation include the required input
7.3.2.5-a
signals with their sequences and values ?
Do the pass / fail criteria for accomplishing
21 software validation include the anticipated output
7.3.2.5-b
signals with their sequences and signal values ?
Do the pass / fail criteria for accomplishing
22 software validation include other acceptance
7.3.2.5-c
criteria, for example memory usage, timing and
value tolerances ?
The evaluation of the PES software safety validation planning according to IEC 61508-3, 7.3.2 gives
the result:
O Pass
O Fail
16
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6.5.6.3

PES safety validation

6.5.6.3.1

Purpose

The aim of the PES safety validation is to assess the PE safety-related systems, according to the
requirements and evaluation strategies stated in the PES safety validation plan. In all respects, the
PE safety-related systems shall meet the safety requirements in terms of safety functions and
safety integrity.
6.5.6.3.2

Methods

The checklist contains questions, the answers of which are sufficient to give a judgement on the
status of the PES process of validation.
The requirements sub-clause 7.7.2 of IEC 61508-2 constitute the source from which the
questions concerning the hardware safety validation are extracted.
The requirements sub-clause 7.7.2 of IEC 61508-3 constitute the source from which the
questions concerning the software safety validation, are extracted.
The following checklists contain all questions necessary to carry out the validation of the hardware
safety and the software safety of PE safety-related systems.
The documented results of the hardware / software validation shall state either (1) that the
hardware / software has passed the validation or (2) the reasons for its failure.
The document resulting from the PES validation shall state either (1) that the PES has passed the
validation or (2) the reasons for its failure.
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6.5.6.3.3

Checklists for PES hardware safety validation

No Question

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Has the safety validation plan been checked and
approved ?
Has all test measurement equipment to be used
for validation been adequately calibrated against
a standard traceable to a national standard
or to an accepted procedure ?
Has all test equipment been verified for correct
operation ?
Has each safety function specified in the
requirements for PES safety and all the PES
operation and maintenance procedures been
validated by test and/or analysis ?
Does the documentation of the PES safety
validation testing state the version of the PES
validation plan being used, for each safety
function ?
Does the documentation of the PES safety
validation testing, state the safety function under
test (or analysis), along with the specific
reference to the requirement specified during the
PES safety validation planning for each safety
function ?
Does the documentation of the PES safety
validation testing, state the tools and equipment
used, along with calibration data for each safety
function ?
Does the documentation of the PES safety
validation testing, state the results of each test
for each safety function ?
Does the documentation of the PES safety
validation testing, state the discrepancies
between expected test results and actual results
for each safety function ?
Have the discrepancies been documented by
analysis ?
Is the decision taken on whether or not to
continue the test or to issue a change request and
return to an earlier part of the validation test
documented ?

Reference
Yes/ Reference to manu- Comments
No to IEC
facturer’s
61508-2
documentation
7.7.2.1

7.7.2.2-a
7.7.2.2-b

7.7.2.3

7.7.2.4-a

7.7.2.4-b

7.7.2.4-c

7.7.2.4-d

7.7.2.4.e
7.7.2.5-a

7.7.2.5-b
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No Question

Reference
Yes/ Reference to manu- Comments
No to IEC
facturer’s
61508-2
documentation

Have available results of the PES safety
12 validation testing been provided by the supplier/developer 7.7.2.6
of the EUC /EUC control
system ?
Has an appropriate group of techniques and
7.7.2.7,
13 measures been used during the PES safety
Table B.5
validation ?
The evaluation of the PES hardware safety validation according to IEC 61508-2, 7.7.2 gives the
result:
O Pass
O Fail
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6.5.6.3.4

Checklists for PES software safety validation

This checklist contains all Question necessary to carry out the software safety validation of PE
safety-related systems. If the compliance with the requirements for software safety has already
been established as part for the PE safety-related system, then the validation need not be
repeated.
[IEC 61508-2, 7.7.1]

No

1

Question

Have the validation activities been carried out as
specified by the software safety validation
planning ?
2 Are the results of the software safety validation
appropriately documented ?
Does the documentation of the software safety
3 validation testing include a chronological record
of the validation activities for each safety
function ?
4 Does the documentation of the software safety
validation testing include the version of the
software safety validation plan being used for
each safety function ?
5 Does the documentation of the software safety
validation testing include the safety function
being validated, along with reference to the
software safety validation plan for each safety
function ?
Does the documentation of the software safety
6 validation testing include the tools and
equipment used together with calibration data
for each safety function ?
7 Does the documentation of the software safety
validation testing include the results of the
validation activity for each safety function ?
Does the documentation of software safety
8 validation testing, state the discrepancies
between expected test results and current results ?
Have the analysis and the decisions taken on
9 how to tackle the proceedings of the software
validation, documented ?

Reference
Yes/ Reference to manu- Comments
No to IEC
facturer’s
61508-3
documentation
7.7.2.2

7.7.2.3,
7.3
7.7.2.4-a

7.7.2.4-b

7.7.2.4-c

7.7.2.4-d

7.7.2.4-e

7.7.2.5-a

7.7.2.5-b,
Annex B
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Reference
No Question
Yes/ Reference to manu- Comments
No to IEC
facturer’s
61508-3
documentation
10 Does the validation of the safety-related software
7.7.2.6-a,
use testing as the main validation method ?
Annex B
11 In the validation testing of the safety-related
modules, is the software performed by simulation
7.7.2.6-b1
of input signals present during normal operation ?
12 In the validation testing of the safety-related
modules, is the software exercised by
7.7.2.6-b2
simulation of anticipated occurrences ?
In the validation testing of the safety-related
13 modules, is the software exercised by
7.7.2.6-b3
simulation of undesired conditions requiring
system action ?
Have all test measurement equipment used for validation,
14 been adequately calibrated according
7.7.2.7-a
to a standard traceable to an international
standard, a national standard or to an accepted
procedure ?
15 Is the equipment used for software validation
7.7.2.7-b1
appropriately qualified ?
16 Are the tools, software or hardware, used for
7.7.2.7-b2
software validation suitable fur the purpose ?
17 Do the tests show that all the specified
requirements for software safety are correctly
7.7.2.8-a1
fulfilled ?
18 Do the tests show that the software system does
7.7.2.8-a2
not perform unintended functions ?
19 Are the test cases and their results documented
for subsequent analysis and independent
assessment as required by the safety integrity
7.7.2.8-b
level ?
20 Do the document results of software safety
validation state either that the software has
7.7.2.8-c
passed the validation or the reasons for its
failure ?
The evaluation of the PES software safety validation according to IEC 61508-3 7.7.2 gives the result:
O Pass
O Fail
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6.5.7

Overall safety validation

6.5.7.1

Purpose

The purpose of overall safety validation is to validate that all safety-related parts of the
system meet the specification for the overall safety requirements. Overall safety validation
is made according to overall safety validation planning. As a result of the overall safety
validation, it is possible to verify that the safety-related system meets the overall safety
requirements. When discrepancies occur between expected and current results it has to
be decided whether to issue a change request for the system or specifications or possible
applications. It has also to be decided whether or not to continue and to make the changes
needed later or to make the changes immediately and start the validation process in an
earlier phase.

6.5.7.2

Methods

Methods for PES safety validation are specified in IEC 61508 part 2 table B.5 and in
chapter 6.5.6.4. In the overall safety validation process, the separate PES validation
results are gathered and additional methods can be applied to the whole system. The
methods in both subsystem validation and overall validation processes can be the same. If
the system is small, the PES safety validation and the overall safety validation are the
same and no additional validation process is needed.

6.5.7.3

Checklist of IEC 61508 requirements

The answer to the following questions should be yes. Some remarks for the questions are
introduced in the annex C.

No

Question

Yes Referenc
/No e to IEC
61508

1

Are the validation activities carried out according
to the safety validation plan?

61508-1
7.14.2.1

2

Are all equipment used for quantitative
measurements as part of validation activities
calibrated against a specification traceable to a
national standard or to the manufacturer’s
specification?
Are the validation activities documented in
chronological form?

61508-1
7.14.2.2,
61508-2
7.7.2.2

3

61508-1
7.14.2.3,
61508-3
7.7.2.4

Referenc
e to
Comment
manus
facturer’s
documentation
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No

4

5
6

7

Question

Does the documentation include the following
aspects:
− version of the validation plan
− safety function being validated
− tools and equipment used, along with
calibration data
− the results of the validation
− discrepancies between current/expected
results?
Are all safety functions specified in the
requirements validated by tests and/or analysis?
When discrepancies occur are the analysis and
the decisions documented?

Yes Referenc
/No e to IEC
61508

Referenc
e to
Comment
manus
facturer’s
documentation

61508-1
7.14.2.3,
61508-2
7.7.2.4,
61508-3
7.7.2.4

61508-2
7.7.2.3
61508-1
7.14.2.4,
61508-2
7.7.2.5,
61508-3
7.7.2.5
61508-3
7.7.2.6 b)

Is the software exercised by simulation of
− input signals (normal operation)
− anticipated occurrences
− undesired conditions?
The evaluation of the overall safety requirements specification according to IEC 61508-1; 7.14, IEC
61508-2; 7.7. IEC 61508-3; 7.7
O Pass
O Fail
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6.6

Applicability

The techniques and procedures described in this guideline are applicable to programmable
electronic systems of different complexity levels and operating under a wide range of risk and
hazard conditions. The supporting documentation is based on the draft documents of the IEC
61508 which were accessible during the drawing up period as listed in section 3. A validation
carried out according to this work is limited to the aspects listed in section 6.5.1 and therefore to
satisfy all requirements of the IEC 61508 Standard, supplementary aspects shall be considered.

6.7

Uncertainty

It shall be possible to strengthen the repeatability of the validation results obtained by following the
methods described herein. The guideline addresses functional safety and includes no actual
measurements. It will thus not be applicable to specify any general uncertainty.

6.8

Test report

The results are obtained by assessing the information collected in the checklists. The disposition of
the checklists enables to structure the information provided by the manufacturer and for each
aspect covered permits to keep trace of critical requirements and their fulfilment. Since the
validation steps correspond to the safety lifecycle of the IEC 61508 Standard, any divergence
from expected results is immediately detected and documented. Assuming that we have gone
through all checklists, a final judgement on the compliance of the implemented safety with the
requirements of the standard can be produced.

6.9 Compliance and Non-compliance
A case of non-compliance will always arise if one or more of the checklist questions are
answered with a “No” or is not ticked off. The answer N.A (Not Applicable) is, however,
allowed. If this alternative is used, there must always be a comment explaining why this specific
point does not apply to this system.
All questions in the checklists fall into one of two categories:
1. Those which can be directly answered with a “Yes or No – “Are the hazard and risk analysis
performed?” Non-compliance in this case is usually a missing document.
2. Those where we need a certain amount of judgement – “Is information from the scope
definition phase taken into account?” Non-compliance in this case is usually a task that is not
performed to the assessor’s satisfaction.
Cases of non-compliance for questions of the first category should be dealt with simply by asking
the personnel responsible to perform the missing task. If the assessor’s judgement is involved we
suggest the following approach:
1. The assessor writes down a description of what is missing for the question under
consideration.
2. The assessor should give each item in the list a grade – major (“showstopper”) or minor.
3. The assessment process should not proceed before all “showstoppers” have been resolved
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4. The assessor and the developers should agree on a timetable for the resolution of all the minor
non-compliant items.
The criteria for acceptance or rejection of the results reflect the requirements listed in IEC 61508
for each safety aspect assessed in this work.
Requirements for:
Hazard and risk analysis IEC 61508-1, 7.4.2
Overall safety requirements IEC 61508-1, 7.5.2
Safety requirements allocation IEC 61508-1, 7.6.2
Overall safety validation planning - IEC 61508-1, 7.8.2
E/E/PES realisation IEC 61508-2, 7.2.2, 7.2.3, 7.3.2, 7.7.2
IEC 61508-3, 7.2.2, 7.3.2, 7.7.2
Overall safety validation IEC 61508-1, 7.14.2
The final report shall state either that the E/E/PES has passed the current validation or the reasons
for its failure.
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7

Annexes
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Annex A
Overall safety validation planning
The following table gives some remarks to the table introduced in chapter 6.5.5.3 Overall
safety validation planning.

1

Comments to the questions for overall safety validation planning
The right order for tests and analysis shall be determined. It is also important to tell what
conditions shall be fulfilled before a certain validation phase can begin.

2

The needed competence to do the validation shall be mentioned.

3

The safety level shall not be lower in any operation mode although safety functions may be
different in each operation mode. The considered operation modes include where applicable
setting, adjustment, start up, teach, automatic, manual, semi-automatic, steady state of operation,
re-setting, shut down, maintenance, reasonably foreseeable abnormal conditions?.

4

The operation mode may have an effect on safety functions and therefore different operation
modes shall be considered in the validation process.

5

The needed strategy for the validation may depend on e.g. the safety requirements or the
system. The methods to be used are for example analytical methods and statistical tests.

6

The safety functions need to be allocated to the designated E/E/PES system and also if
necessary to relating other technology parts.

7

In the validation process each safety function requirement lead to a validation activity.

8

Each safety function is validated according to desired safety integrity level.

9

Each mentioned output should lead somehow to a validation activity.

10 The required environment can mean for example calibrated tools or special equipment.
11 The fail/pass criteria shall be clearly declared in the overall safety validation planning phase.
12 It should be determined who makes decisions in the validation process.
13 Safety validation plan shall be documented.
14 Not only the design but also the implementation shall be validated.
15 Each test shall be evaluated.
16 EMC aspects shall be considered according to EMC directive and related standards.
Environmental conditions, such as temperature, vibrations, and humidity, should be considered
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Comments to the questions for overall safety validation planning
too, although IEC 61508 at present does not deal with them.
17 It should be considered the needed accuracy in the validation process, especially in
measurements.
18 The strategies for validating software should be chosen considering safety integrity requirements,
complexity of the program, and the type of the program.
19 If the safety integrity requirements are high an independent assessor may be needed.
20 All the tasks needed before the validation can begin have to be defined.
21 The expected results of the overall safety validation have to be defined.
22 There may be other than safety-related acceptance criteria which may cause malfunction in the
system. Such criteria can be for example memory usage, timing or value tolerances.
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Annex B
A PES realisation
Question 13 of the checklist 6.5.6.3.3
Table B.5 — E/E/PES safety validation
Technique/measure
Functional testing

See part
7
B.5.1

Functional testing under environmental conditions

B.6.1

Interference surge immunity testing

B.6.2

Fault insertion testing (
diagnosticwhen required diagnostic coverage ≥
90%)
Project management

B.6.10

Documentation

B.1.2

Calculation of failure rates

B.6.3

Static analysis, dynamic analysis and failure
analysis

Expanded functional testing

B.6.4
B.6.5
B.6.6
B.3.6
B.6.6
B.6.7
B.6.5
B.6.6
B.6.4
B.6.6
B.6.8

Black box testing

B.5.2

Fault insertion testing (
diagnosticwhen required diagnostic coverage <
90%)
Statistical testing

B.6.10

Simulation and failure analysis
"Worst case" analysis, dynamic analysis and failure
analysis
Static analysis and failure analysis (see note 4)

B.1.1

SIL1

SIL2

SIL3

SIL4

HR
mandatory
HR
mandatory
HR
mandatory
HR
mandatory

HR
mandatory
HR
mandatory
HR
mandatory
HR
mandatory

HR
mandatory
HR
mandatory
HR
mandatory
HR
mandatory

HR
mandatory
HR
mandatory
HR
mandatory
HR
mandatory

HR
low
HR
low
low
low

HR
low
HR
low
low
R
low

HR
medium
HR
medium
medium
R
medium

HR
high
HR
high
HR
high
R
high

low
low

R
low
low

R
medium
R
medium

R
high
R
high

R
low
low
R
low
R
low

R
low
HR
low
R
low
R
low

NR

NR

HR
medium
R
medium
R
medium

HR
high
R
high
R
high

R
R
low
low
medium
high
"Worst case" testing
B.6.9
R
R
low
low
medium
high
Proven in use
B.5.4
R
R
R
NR
low
low
medium
This table is divided into three groups, as indicated by the sidebar shading. All techniques marked “R” in the grey and black
shaded groups are replaceable by other techniques within that group, but at least one of the techniques of the grey
shaded group (analytical techniques) and at least one of the techniques of the black shaded group (testing techniques) is
required.
NOTE 1

B.5.3

For the meaning of the entries under each safety integrity level, see the text preceding table B.1.

NOTE 2 Most of these measures in this table can be used to varying effectiveness according to table B.6, which gives
examples for low and high effectiveness. The effort required for medium effectiveness lies somewhere between that
specified for low and for high effectiveness.
NOTE 3 The overview of techniques and measures associated with this table is in annex B of part 7. Relevant
subclauses are referenced in the second column.
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NOTE 4 Static analysis and failure analysis is not recommended for SIL3 and SIL4, because these techniques are not
sufficient unless used in combination with dynamic analysis.
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Annex C
Overall safety validation
The following table gives some remarks to the table introduced in chapter 6.5.7.3 Overall
safety validation.

1

Comments to the questions overall safety validation
Overall safety validation activities should be carried out according to the plan.

2

The equipment used shall be calibrated as specified in overall safety validation plan.

3

Chronological documentation is needed in order to achieve required traceability.

4

Clear documentation is needed among other things to ease the evaluation process.

5

All the safety functions specified in the safety requirements shall lead to a validation activity.

6

Documentation is needed for evaluation. Documentation should include also a change request
and suggestion to return to an earlier phase.

7

The software functioning shall always be verified also in special situations.
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